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The Friendship of Christ
Stirring and provocative look at death and its many meanings

The Mystery of Death
Sister Faustina Kowalska, the Polish nun who had mystical encounters with the
merciful Christ in the early 20th century, was canonized a saint by Pope John Paul
II. The Pope also declared the first Sunday after Easter to be Divine Mercy Sunday,
and it was during the vigil Mass of this feast that the Holy Father received his last
Holy Communion and drew his last breath. The message of Divine Mercy as
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communicated through Sister Faustina is both a starting point and a recurring
theme for Cardinal Sch nborn's discussion of God's merciful love. The Archbishop of
Vienna explores the presence of God's great mercy in the Scriptures, Tradition, the
life of Christ, and the sacraments and works of the Church, while raising important
questions along the way, such as, "What is the relationship between mercy and
justice?" "Mercy is the central nucleus of the Gospel message. In our time
humanity needs a strong proclamation and witness of God's mercy . . . Go forth
and be witnesses of God's mercy, a source of hope for every person and for the
whole world." -- Pope Benedict XVI

The Philosophy of Teaching
Without question, managing people effectively requires strong leadership. Are
these leadership qualities easily teachable? What exactly characterizes good
leadership qualities? And what are the significant gender differences between
masculine and feminine leadership styles? Abbot Primate Notker Wolf and Sister
Enrica Rosanna have each held significant leadership positions, and based on their
real-world experience, they clearly examine and answer these questions. Together
they establish common mistakes that most people make and explain what it truly
takes to become an effective leader in business, politics, school, and family life.
This is a book that is beneficial to everyone, even if the reader is not in a
leadership role.
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The Christmas Story
Abraham
We Have Found Mercy
The Burnt Offering
Sermons on the Liturgical Seasons
Amare la Chiesa
The Bible is ancient, enigmatic, and from a culture vastly different from our own.
That’s why most of us find it hard to read. So how can we understand its
importance in the church, and how can it enrich our lives? Central to lectio divina is
the conviction that to read the Bible faithfully and prayerfully is to learn an ancient
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art—by entering into dialogue with the God who speaks to each of us through the
biblical page. Enzo Bianchi touches on the essentials of the history of lectio, from
the brilliant thinker Origen in the third century to the development of historical
criticism in the modern era. He explains how to do lectio and how to understand
and implement its four "moments”—lectio, meditatio, oratio, and contemplatio.
This is not simply a book about how to approach the Bible, because Scripture
ultimately wants to lead us beyond itself, to the truth and mystery of Christ that
can never be captured fully in the written word. "With his deep biblical wisdom,
Bianchi is able to explore the whole Christian tradition of prayerful reading. St.
Benedict mandates at least two hours of lectio divina a day for his monks, which is
a considerable challenge for the modern person. But with Enzo as our guide, we
can do it!” —Terrence G. Kardong, osb, editor of American Benedictine Review
"Enzo Bianchi was born in Castel Boglione, Piedmont, Italy, in 1943. In 1965, after
graduating from the University of Turin, he founded an ecumenical monastic
community—the Bose Community—of which he is still the prior. Friar Bianchi is a
well-known author of books on lectio divina and the spiritual life, which have been
translated into many languages. He has dedicated himself to the search for
spirituality capable of giving life to Christians today and furthering communion
among all people. The Bose Community now numbers over eighty brothers and
sisters of various Christian traditions, and receives thousands of visitors annually.
Enzo Bianchi is one of the most significant Christian voices in Europe. He shows
what can be achieved by an immersion in Scripture that involves both intellect and
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imagination alike, and—in common with all the most serious Christian voices of our
day—he cannot be labeled as a partisan "liberal” or "traditionalist.” He offers
exactly what the monastic voice at its truest has always offered: a way into the
heart of our ecclesial and social questions that is honest, patient, and sensitive. His
is a perspective that the English-speaking Christian world should welcome
enthusiastically." —Rowan Williams, Magdalene College, Cambridge "I hope that
these pages may be heard as a simple yet faithful echo of my personal experience,
my community’s path and my journey with the church. For years, I have broken the
bread of the Word for the brothers and sisters in my community. Much of what I
say here comes from that experience. It also comes from many years of preaching
the Word to listeners from all walks of life. I would like to see this book ultimately
as no more than a small gesture of gratitude to those witnesses of the Word whom
the Lord has allowed me to meet, those "martyrs” of faith who have found ways to
express all the richness of the Gospel in their lives. Only those people who put
God’s Word into practice have really heard it. They are the ones who truly
understand the biblical text, because they obey without delay the word Christ
never tires of speaking to us. The sequential sancti evangelii for today—today’s
Gospel—is not the product of brilliant scholarly research. It is the life and witness
of God’s holy people, those who are faithful disciples of the Word made flesh, their
Lord." —Enzo Bianchi

The Art of Leadership
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Questo ebook raccoglie le meditazioni tenute da Padre Cantalamessa alla presenza
del Papa e dei suoi più stretti collaboratori in occasione della Quaresima 2003. Al
centro della riflessione è il mistero della Chiesa, colto e riscoperto anche nelle
conseguenze pratiche che ne scaturiscono per la vita spirituale. Le meditazioni
sono svolte, secondo il metodo tradizionale della “lectio divina”, seguendo il testo
della Lettera agli Efesini, il testo ecclesiologico per eccellenza del Nuovo
Testamento. Seguendo la progressione presente nella Lettera, la Chiesa viene
contemplata attraverso le quattro immagini classiche di edificio, corpo, sposa e
madre. Chiude il testo un’intensa riflessione sulla famiglia come “Chiesa
domestica”.

Israel in Exile
La Civiltà cattolica
This translation of L'apocalittica giudaica e la sua storia makes Professor Sacchi's
innovative thesis on Jewish apocalyptic available to a wider, English-reading
audience. Sacchi argues that the term 'apocalyptic' is a modern invention, deriving
from the wish to conceptualize the field of research on the affinities between the
Apocalypse of John and other works of its time. These affinities do not just relate to
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literary character and form but also in part to content. Focusing on the material of
'Enoch' Sacchi concludes that what is needed is a more precise, literary and
historical definition of 'apocalyptic'.

Jewish Apocalyptic and its History
Abraham, notes Cardinal Martini in this book dedicated to the figure of the great
patriarch, is the father of faith on the move, a symbol of all those who seek God.
He is our father 'not only in life as it is lived, in faith considered objectively' but
also 'for his radical attitude of faith' which makes him 'the exemplary model of the
human being in an attitude of acceptance and availability.' His setting out on the
journey reminds us, of course, of the need to free ourselves from the ambiguity of
a certain 'traditional belief'. In fact, Abraham would learn the heard way how
unpredictable God is in his incredible irruption into history. He would learn this by
going through fear and temptation, discovering how God's ways are capable of
surprising and disturbing us. In the name of the promise he had received from God,
Abraham would be capable of making great and free choices, moved by a social
justice bearing the mark of availability, magnanimity and gift. his journey, like that
of every human being, is not a straight one, but it does lead to the discovery of the
true God.
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Lectio Divina
The period of Israel's Babylonian exile is one of the most enthralling eras of biblical
history. During this time Israel went through its deepest crisis, and the foundation
was laid for its most profound renewal. The crisis provoked the creation of a wealth
of literary works such as laments, prophetic books, and historical works, all of
which Albertz analyzes in detail through the methods of social history, composition
criticism, and redaction criticism. In addition, Albertz draws on extrabiblical and
archaeological evidence to illuminate the historical and social changes that
affected the various exilic groups. Thirty-five years after Peter Ackroyd's classic
Exile and Restoration, Albertz offers a new generation of biblical scholars and
students an equally important appraisal of recent scholarship on this period as well
as his own innovative and insightful proposals about the social and literary
developments that took place and the theological contribution that was made.
Includes chronological table, map of the ancient Near East, and passage index. Publisher.

Paul of Tarsus
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